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Science Objective Summary and Science Weekly Debrief 

 

DOY 074: NavCam 2 will perform an optical distortion calibration and boresight check. Particle 

monitoring has been dropped from this week.  

Science Weekly Debrief 

For slides and the WebEx recording on ODOCS, click here then follow the path: Folders \ 

Documents and Drawings \ OSIRIS-REx Bennu Proximity Operations \ Science Status \ Science 

Monthly \ 2020-03-12.  

General announcements – Mike Nolan, Dante Lauretta  

• The grand reprocessing of OVIRS data is underway. Later pipeline steps may need an 

update based on the new L3a data. 

• The trade study for re-flying the Osprey medium sortie versus flying the Osprey low 

sortie is ongoing, with a decision likely early next week. 

• The main themes of STM17 (canceled owing to coronavirus concerns) were preservation 

of tools for Bennu data analysis and the transition to the sample analysis mission phase. 

These topics will now be dealt with virtually. Specifically, a virtual meeting for the 

sample analysis portion is tentatively proposed for April 9 from 10 to 3 PM MST, and 

Science Weeklies/Monthlies will be repurposed/extended to cover the preservation of 

tools as well as science presentations. 

• At UA, for coronavirus mitigation, classes are delayed for two days following spring 

break and then will be online-only. Per direction from the university, meetings should 

involve no more than 10 people in the same room. UA employees who feel they need to 

work from home for any reason during this time should discuss with their supervisors.  

• Travel is limited by NASA to mission-critical until at least the end of this month for 

coronavirus mitigation.  

The road to TAG – Heather Enos  

14 April: Checkpoint rehearsal. This event involves a burn to reach Checkpoint followed by a 

backaway maneuver (timing TBD). Checkpoint rehearsal will practice and confirm a number of 

first-time events for the spacecraft. OCAMS and OTES will collect data. Images will be 

processed by IPWG and RDWG as practice for TAG reconstruct.  

26 May: Osprey sortie — low or re-fly medium (TBD).  

23 June: Matchpoint rehearsal, assuming Checkpoint rehearsal is successful.  

25 August: TAG, followed by an imaging campaign and confirmation of sample acquisition. If 

TAG is successful on this attempt, it will be followed by the decision to stow, which requires AA 

concurrence.  

https://soedms.as.arizona.edu/Classic/Folders/Folders.aspx


Week of 7 September: Stow, assuming preceding events are nominal/successful. This event may 

be associated with a Science Team activity and a celebration in Tucson.  

See the slides on ODOCS for more details.  

Select research presentations originally planned for LPSC  

• Apparently layered boulders with multiple textures – Kana Ishimaru 

This study is using OCAMS images and local OLA shape models to analyze different textures 

(rough and smooth) observed in apparently distinct layers within individual boulders. 

Hypotheses for the origin of these differently textured layers relate to particle size distribution 

and convection in the parent body. Work to go includes attempting to determine stratigraphic 

relationships.  

• Hydration variations at Bennu’s surface – Alice Praet 

The spectral parameters ESPAT (effective single-particle absorption thickness) and NOPL 

(normalized optical path length) were measured for meteorite analogs with known H content. 

This made it possible to apply these parameters to OVIRS data to produce maps of H content for 

Bennu’s surface, following the calibration derived from the meteorite measurements. The 

ESPAT and NOPL maps have a similar global pattern and indicate that H content on Bennu’s 

surface is consistent with that of CM and CR chondrites.  

• Anisothermality in OTES data – Tim Glotch 

It has been demonstrated that OTES spectral variation cannot be explained by surface 

anisothermality from different observing conditions. This study is exploring whether 

anisothermality could therefore shed light on actual variation in surface properties. A key 

assumption is that the least anisothermal surfaces have the most similar MT and L3 spectra. The 

ratio of MT/L3 emissivities can thus be mapped across Bennu’s surface to assess 

anisothermality. The equatorial band shows low values of this index; values increase toward 

higher latitudes. Anisothermality depends strongly on solar incidence angles. Peaks in 

anisothermality over the course of local solar time might be due to inherent variation in surface 

mineralogy. Lower values of the index correspond to areas with both increased fines and large 

rocks; higher values correspond to smaller rocks that don’t fill the OTES FOV.  

• Clasts on the surface of boulders – Maurizio Pajola 

This study is using Detailed Survey–Baseball Diamond data to map clasts on the surfaces of 

boulders (protruding or resting) and determine their size-frequency distributions (SFDs). Median 

and mean clast sizes differ among host boulders but are broadly similar, suggesting that the 

studied boulders may share similar or common formation processes, independent of boulder size. 

Clast SFD power laws are similar from host boulder to host boulder, within uncertainties. One 

boulder was observed with clasts concentrated in three dark bands; the next step is to determine 

whether the bands are flush with the rest of the boulder surface.  



• Geophysical implications of boulder alignment on Bennu – John Marshall, Chloe 

Beddingfield 

An analytical model was developed that calculates the susceptibility of regolith to creep for any 

given latitude. The model predicts a diamond-like shape evolving from a sphere, with material 

eroded from the hemispheres and piled together at the equator, closely matching Bennu’s actual 

profile. In the erosive/extensive regime (mid-latitudes), boulders should be aligned in the 

direction of flow (N-S). In the compressive regime (equatorial region), boulders should be 

squashed into a chaotic array eventually becoming orthogonal to the flow direction (E-W). 

Actual boulder alignments were measured to test the model, avoiding boulders whose orientation 

may have been overprinted locally, such as those in craters. As predicted by the model, the 

measured boulders have a preferential N-S alignment in the mid-latitudes and a variety of 

orientations from N-S to E-W in the equatorial region. Thus, Bennu’s shape can be explained by 

spin-induced regolith creep as predicted by a trigonometric model that matches observations of 

boulder alignment. It is therefore not necessary to invoke bulk deformation.  

Next steps are to look more closely at individual study areas to see whether alignment is a 

function of boulder size, which could indicate which sizes of boulders are preferentially 

mobile—there may be an optimum size between the smallest and the largest. Preliminary results 

from a subset of study areas suggest that boulders smaller than 1 m tend to be more preferentially 

aligned than larger boulders.  

Working group/instrument team updates  

• IPWG – Carina Bennett 

PolyCam images from the Nightingale low sortie had very good overlap and a pixel scale of 3 

mm/pixel. Rock counts have been substantially refined relative to Recon A with the increasing 

image resolution. Particles can be counted down to diameters of a few millimeters in bright 

spots. Initial counts show a good amount of sampleable material at the site.  

• TAWG – Andy Ryan 

Initial thermal results from the Nightingale low sortie show variation that may not be real, as 

there is uncertainty about how to handle roughness at this scale. Results will be presented at the 

next meeting.  

• OLA – Mike Daly 

OLA shape model v16a was created with trimmed scans because of concerns about scan corners 

over-influencing the model. This model is the current best estimate of the asteroid size and 

shape. It shows that v16 was too large by about 10 cm in general and more at the equator. Model 

v16a is also more consistent with the FDS solution. Further analysis is not likely to be high-value 

owing to scattering and self-registration issues.  

Publications status – Cat Wolner  



ACM is canceled, meaning no internal review of ACM abstracts. Reminder: the Rules of the 

Road specify that papers using unreleased data or data that have been released for less than 6 

months are subject to project review, even if not funded by the project. See the slides on ODOCS 

and the weekly pubs update email for recently accepted and published papers.  

Upcoming meetings  

Although LPSC was canceled, we still will not be holding a Thursday meeting next week. 

However, as noted above, the Science Weeklies/Monthlies going forward may be extended to 

accommodate topics that would have been covered at STM17.  

 


